The Skys Blue Eyes: a romance novella (Barefoot Heart Love Stories
series Book 3)

The Skys Blue Eyes (A hidden spring) tells
the tale of romance between Noa, who is
traveling with her small children to explore
a spring, and the man she is secretly in love
with, who will be arriving the next day.
She is full of yearning and longing to be
with her beloved, whom she cannot wait to
see again. She cant sleep that night because
disturbing dreams keep her awake, and she
fears that her husband will find out about
her affair, or an unexpected event will
prevent her from getting to their meeting.
Noa waits desperately for a long time at
their meeting place, a bustling taxi station
in Tel Aviv. But will he show up? The
events give the reader a strong sense of
searching from the depth of the soul to its
peak. And above all, this is a story about
the power of love, and how it can
overcome obstacles.
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